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Abstract
Consider a single depot and a set of customers with known demands, each of which must be picked up and delivered at specified locations and has two time windows in which the pickup and delivery must take place. We seek a route and a schedule for a single vehicle with known capacity, which minimizes the route duration, i.e., the difference between the arrival time and the departure time at the depot. In this paper we present a local search method for this problem based on a variable depth approach, similar to the Lin-Kernighan algorithm for the traveling salesman problem. The method consists of two phases. In the first phase a feasible route is constructed. In the second phase this solution is iteratively improved. In both phases we use a variable depth search built up out of seven basic types of arc-exchange procedures. When tested on real-life problems the method is shown to produce near-optimal solutions in a reasonable amount of computation time. Despite this practical evidence, there is the theoretical possibility that the method may end up with a poor or even infeasible solution. As a safeguard against such an emergency, we have developed an alternative algorithm based on simulated annealing. As a rule, it finds high quality solutions in a relatively large computation time.
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1 Introduction
In the single-vehicle pickup and delivery problem with time windows (SVPDPTW) we are given a single depot, a vehicle with known capacity, and N customers with known demands. Each customer must be picked up at his origin and delivered at his destination and has two time windows in which the pickup and delivery must take place. The problem is to determine a route and a schedule for the vehicle. A route is an ordering of the pickups and deliveries of the customers; a schedule specifies the times of pickup and delivery. Each route starts and ends at the depot. The departure and the arrival time at the depot also have to fall within given time windows. The objective is to minimize the route duration, i.e., the difference between the arrival time and the departure time at the depot.

The SVPDPTW is a constrained version of the traveling salesman problem (TSP) defined on n + 2 vertices, where n = 2N. Here the depot is represented by two vertices with zero
distance. The constraints are imposed by the time windows, the capacity restriction of the
distance. The constraints are imposed by the time windows, the capacity restriction of the
vehicle, and the precedence relations between the origin and the destination of each customer,
as well as between the starting and arrival point of the route.

The SVPDPTW has been studied by a number of authors. Psaraftis (1983a) develops
a dynamic programming algorithm to solve the SVPDPTW to optimality. The algorithm
can handle problems with up to ten customers. Dumas and Desrosiers (1986) develop a set
partitioning approach to solve the multi-vehicle case to optimality. The method is applicable
to problem instances with up to 50 customers, provided that the constraints restrict the
number of feasible solutions considerably.

Among the approximation algorithms, most attention has been paid to insertion algo­
rithms. Starting from the raw data, insertion methods try to construct a feasible solution
by inserting customers one by one into partial routes. Sexton and Bodin (1983) present an
insertion algorithm for the SVPDPTW. Jaw et al. (1986) consider the multi-vehicle case. In
another approximation algorithm, Sexton and Bodin (1985) apply Benders' decomposition to
a mixed binary nonlinear formulation of the SVPDPTW, which separates the routing and
scheduling components.

Until now little research has been directed to local search techniques for the SVPDPTW.
We recall that a local search algorithm tries to improve a feasible solution iteratively by local
modifications. One starts with an initial feasible solution and searches its neighborhood for a
better route. A neighborhood of a solution contains solutions that are in some sense 'close' to
it. A neighborhood search strategy is needed to generate solutions from the neighborhood of
a given route. As long as an improved route exists, the neighborhood search is applied to the
new route. The algorithm stops at a local optimum, i.e., a solution that cannot be improved
by searching its neighborhood for a better route.

Psaraftis (1983b) describes a local search algorithm for the pickup and delivery problem
without time constraints. This case is substantially simpler than the SVPDPTW. Savelsbergh
(1988) introduces techniques that make it possible to handle the time constraints efficiently.

For a more complete survey of the literature we refer to Desrochers et al. (1988) and Van

In this paper we present a local search method for the SVPDPTW based on a variable
depth approach similar to the well-known technique developed by Lin and Kernighan for the
traveling salesman problem. The techniques introduced by Savelsbergh play an important
role in the development of this local search algorithm.

A traditional modification mechanism for the TSP is a k-exchange, i.e., the replacement
of a set of k arcs of a given route by another set of k arcs. A route that cannot be improved
by a k-exchange is said to be k-optimal. The total time requirement to check a given route
for k-optimality increases rapidly with k. Therefore, one often restricts the search to the
cases k = 2 and k = 3. Apart from the 2-exchange, the procedures in this paper also use the
Or-exchange, i.e., a 3-exchange in which a string of one, two or three consecutive vertices is
relocated between two other vertices [Or (1976)].

As the TSP has no side constraints, the resulting tour after a k-exchange is always feasible.
In case of the SVPDPTW, one also has to perform feasibility checks in addition to profitability
checks, since the tour that results after a k-exchange may be infeasible. For the 2-exchange
and Or-exchange case, Savelsbergh (1988) introduces an efficient technique to check feasibility
and profitability of candidate exchanges.

Lin and Kernighan developed a variable depth exchange procedure for the TSP, i.e., an
arc-exchange procedure in which the number of arcs to be replaced is determined dynamically.
Given that it has been decided to exchange $s$ arcs, heuristic rules are applied to determine whether an $s + 1$-exchange should be considered.

This variable depth exchange procedure is not applicable to the SVPDPTW in a straightforward way. Problems concerning feasibility and profitability arise. In this paper we try to overcome these problems. We combine the techniques introduced by Savelsbergh with the ideas of Lin and Kernighan to develop an efficient variable depth procedure for the SVPDPTW.

To obtain a good feasible solution, starting from scratch, we introduce a two-phase method. In the first phase an initial feasible solution is constructed. During the second phase this solution is improved. In both phases we use the variable depth exchange procedure mentioned above. In the first phase we allow infeasibility and try to reduce it using an objective function that penalizes the violation of the restrictions. In the second phase we only consider feasible solutions and take the route duration as our objective function. We have tested this two-phase algorithm on real-life problems as well as on problems that we constructed ourselves. For the real-life problems, the two-phase method produced near-optimal solutions. When tested on the problems constructed by the authors, it sometimes delivered bad solutions, especially in deliberately pathological cases. As an alternative, we have developed an algorithm based on simulated annealing. An advantage of the annealing algorithm is its flexibility, a disadvantage is its large time requirement.

The paper runs as follows. In Section 2 we discuss arc-exchange procedures for the TSP based upon the 2-exchange, the Or-exchange and the variable depth exchange. Furthermore, for the SVPDPTW, we show how these procedures can be used efficiently in order to improve a given feasible route. Focusing on the 2-exchange case, we introduce a lexicographic neighborhood search and a set of global variables. We prove in detail that the global variables associated with the precedence relations can be updated in constant time. Next, we show how the variable depth exchange procedure for the TSP can be modified so as to deal with the constraints imposed by the SVPDPTW. In Section 3 we integrate seven basic types of variable depth exchange procedures into one powerful algorithm. A two-phase method is presented that first constructs a feasible solution and then iteratively improves it. Section 4 gives the computational results. In Section 5, in order to deal with the theoretical possibility of getting stuck using the above approach, we develop an algorithm based on simulated annealing and discuss its performance.

2 Arc-exchange procedures

2.1 Arc-exchange procedures for the traveling salesman problem

Consider the traveling salesman problem (TSP) on $n + 2$ vertices. A solution to the TSP is a tour, i.e., a cycle that visits each vertex exactly once. A tour will be denoted by a sequence $(0, \ldots, i, \ldots, n+1)$ where $i$ is the $i$th vertex visited on the tour and 0 and $n+1$ both represent the depot. Since a tour starts and ends at the depot, we split the depot in a ‘departure depot’ 0 and an ‘arrival depot’ $n + 1$. The travel times are given by the matrix $(t_{ij})$, with $t_{0,n+1} = 0$. We assume that the travel times are symmetric, i.e., $t_{ij} = t_{ji}$ for all $i, j$, and also satisfy the triangle inequality, i.e., $t_{ij} + t_{jk} \geq t_{ik}$ for each triple $(i, j, k)$. The objective is to find a tour that minimizes the total travel time $\sum_{0 \leq i \leq n} t_{ii+1}$.

For the TSP a widely used mechanism to generate a new tour is the $k$-exchange. Figure 2.1 gives an example of a 2-exchange where the arcs $(i, i + 1)$ and $(j, j + 1)$ are replaced by the
Figure 2.1. Example of a 2-exchange.

Figure 2.2. Backward ($j < i_1 - 1$) and forward ($j > i_2$) Or-exchange.

arcs $(i,j)$ and $(i+1,j+1)$. Note that, in case of a 2-exchange, there is a unique way to replace two arcs such that again a tour is obtained. Throughout we choose the orientation of a tour obtained by a $k$-exchange in such a way that the path containing the depot is not reversed in direction. As the TSP has no side constraints, the resulting tour after a $k$-exchange is always feasible. To check profitability of an exchange, it suffices to compute the difference in cost between the removed and new arcs. As long as $k$ is a constant, this takes constant time, since the computational effort does not depend on $n$. The number of possible $k$-exchanges is $\Theta(n^k)$, and hence the computational requirement to verify $k$-optimality may become prohibitive, even for $k = 3$ if the number of vertices increases. Therefore, in the case $k = 3$, Or (1976) proposes to restrict the search to a special subset of 3-exchanges. He only considers those 3-exchanges in which a string of one, two or three consecutive vertices is relocated between two other vertices. There are two ways to relocate a string of vertices: it can be relocated earlier (backward Or-exchange) and it can be relocated later (forward
Or-exchange) in the current route. Figure 2.2 gives an example of a backward and a forward Or-exchange. The arcs \((j, j+1), (i_1-1, i_1)\) and \((i_2, i_2+1)\) are replaced by \((j, i_1), (i_2, j+1)\) and \((i_1-1, i_2+1)\), so that the path \((i_1, \ldots, i_2)\) is relocated between the vertices \(j\) and \(j+1\). In case of an Or-exchange, no paths are reversed. The number of possible Or-exchanges is \(\Theta(n^2)\). For presentational convenience, a forward Or-exchange in which a string of \(k\) \((k = 1, 2, 3)\) vertices is relocated between two other vertices will be referred to as a \(k\)-Orf exchange; and similarly, a backward Or-exchange as a \(k\)-Orb exchange. To simplify the exposition further, we introduce the term restricted 3-exchange to denote either a 2-exchange or an Or-exchange. By the above there are seven different types of restricted 3-exchanges. In a similar sense we use the term restricted 3-optimality.

It is obvious that the quality of a solution that is \(k\)-optimal improves as \(k\) increases. We have to find a compromise between a reasonable amount of computing time, requiring a small value of \(k\), and the quality of the solution, requiring a large value of \(k\). It is therefore a serious drawback to have to specify the value of \(k\) in advance. A more flexible and very effective arc-exchange procedure for the TSP is the variable depth exchange procedure developed by Lin and Kernighan (1973). In this arc-exchange procedure the number of arcs to be replaced is determined dynamically. Given that it has been decided to exchange \(s\) arcs, heuristic rules are applied to determine whether an \(s+1\)-exchange should be considered. The arcs are chosen in such a way that at every stage of the algorithm a tour can be constructed. In the following, let \(G_s\) denote the improvement in cost at stage \(s\) of the procedure, when \(s\) arcs of the original tour have been replaced by \(s\) other arcs and the resulting configuration is closed to yield a new tour. Lin and Kernighan’s procedure can roughly be sketched as follows:

1. Choose an initial tour.
2. Set \(G_0 = 0\). Choose any vertex as starting vertex and consider an arc of the tour that is incident with this vertex. Set \(s \leftarrow 1\). In Figure 2.3a we consider vertex \(i\) and arc \((i, j)\).
3. From the other end of this arc, i.e., vertex \(j\), choose an arc, e.g. \((j, q)\), that is not in the current tour such that the gain \(g_1 = c_{ij} - c_{iq} > 0\), and such that \(g_1\) is maximized. If no such arc exists, try another starting vertex. See Figure 2.3b.
4. Having chosen \((i, j)\) to leave and \((j, q)\) to enter the solution in the previous step, we have uniquely determined the arc that has to leave at stage \(s\), namely the arc with \(q\) that enables us to construct a tour. In this case, remove the arc \((q, p)\) from the current solution. Adding arc \((p, i)\) would yield a tour, so \(G_1 = g_1 + c_{pq} - c_{pi}\). See Figure 2.3c. Now set \(s \leftarrow s + 1\).
5. We seek to find a vertex, say vertex \(w\), such that \(g_s = c_{wp} - c_{pw}\) is maximized. Compute the gain \(G_s = \sum_{1 \leq k \leq s} g_k\). Choose the arc \((p, w)\) to enter the solution at this stage. If \(w = i\), i.e., the current solution is already a tour, then proceed with step 6. Otherwise, complete step 5 in the following way. Remove the arc \((w, v)\) from the current solution. Adding \((v, i)\) would yield a tour, so \(G^*_s = G_s + c_{vw} - c_{vi}\). See Figure 2.3d. Compute \(G^* = \max\{G_0, G_1, \ldots, G^*_s\}\). Set \(s \leftarrow s + 1\) and repeat step 5 unless:
   (a) no further feasible swaps exist;
   (b) \(G_s \leq G^*\).

Note that in case (b) the gain associated with the current solution is not larger than the gain associated with the best tour obtained so far. Therefore, (b) can be viewed as a stopping criterion to avoid any fruitless search.
6. Perform the exchange associated with the best of \( \{G_1^*, G_2^*, \ldots, G_s^*\} \). The procedure terminates if no improvement has been found.

2.2 Arc-exchange procedures for the SVPDPTW

In this subsection we describe how one can improve a given feasible route for the SVPDPTW by using the arc-exchange procedures introduced for the TSP in an efficient way. As the TSP has no side constraints, we only have to perform profitability checks on candidate improvements to verify \( k \)-optimality of a given tour. In case of the SVPDPTW, we also have to perform feasibility checks. A \( k \)-exchange changes the order in which vertices on the tour are visited, and this might lead to violation of the time windows, precedence constraints or capacity constraints. Moreover, in contrast with the TSP, profitability checks are less trivial. In the SVPDPTW the objective function is the route duration, and since waiting time at customers is to be taken into account, it does not suffice to compute the difference in cost between the new and removed arcs; see Savelsbergh (1990) and Van der Bruggen (1990).

In a straightforward implementation, checking feasibility of a single exchange will take \( O(n) \) time: for each vertex on the tour, starting with the depot, one checks the constraints for feasibility. As there are \( \Theta(n^2) \) possible restricted 3-exchanges, the total time requirement to check a given route for restricted 3-optimality increases to \( O(n^3) \).
Remarkably enough, in the case of the SVPDPTW the total computation time can again be reduced to $O(n^2)$, thereby achieving the same time complexity as for the unconstrained case. The idea is to use a specific neighborhood search strategy that examines all possible 2-exchanges in a lexicographic order. Moreover, a set of global variables is introduced, such that checking feasibility and profitability of a single exchange as well as updating the global variables after each exchange only take constant time. Below we shall illustrate these concepts for the special case of a 2-exchange.

2.2.1 A lexicographic neighborhood search strategy

A neighborhood search strategy that examines all possible exchanges that can result from a given feasible route in a systematic way is the lexicographic neighborhood search strategy, which we describe here for a 2-exchange. Note that a 2-exchange is completely determined by the arcs $(i, i+1)$ and $(j, j+1)$ that are to be removed. We choose $i$ successively equal to $0, 1, ..., n - 2$; this will be referred to as the outer-loop. For a fixed value of $i$, we choose $j$ successively equal to $i + 2, ..., n$; this will be referred to as the inner-loop. Note that in the inner-loop the previously reversed path $(j - 1, ..., i + 1)$ is repeatedly expanded with the arc $(j - 1, j)$. See Figure 2.4.

![Figure 2.4. Lexicographic neighborhood search strategy for 2-exchanges.](image)

2.2.2 Global variables associated with the precedence constraints

While performing a lexicographic neighborhood search, one needs to keep track of feasibility and profitability of each single exchange. For that purpose, Savelsbergh (1988) introduces a set of quantities containing sufficient information to check feasibility and profitability of each exchange. This so-called set of global variables can be updated in constant time by working incrementally with respect to the lexicographic search strategy. The global variables associated with the precedence and capacity constraints serve to keep track of feasibility. Those associated with the time windows are used both for feasibility and profitability checks. For an extensive treatment of these techniques, we refer to previous publications on this subject, such as Savelsbergh (1988), Desrochers et al. (1988), Savelsbergh (1990) and Van der Bruggen (1990). Since we have slightly modified them for our purposes, let us briefly discuss the global variables associated with the precedence constraints, confining ourselves to the 2-exchange case. In the remainder of this subsection, when using the word 'feasible', we mean feasible with respect to the precedence constraints, i.e., we temporarily disregard the other constraints.
To describe precedence relations between vertices, we attach a label to each vertex $v \in \{0, \ldots, n+1\}$, containing information about its uniquely determined precedence-related successor or predecessor:

$$\text{pred}(v) = \begin{cases} 
-u & \text{if vertex } v \text{ precedes vertex } u; \\
u & \text{if vertex } u \text{ precedes vertex } v.
\end{cases}$$

A 2-exchange involving the arcs $(i, i+1)$ and $(j, j+1)$ only changes the order in which the vertices on the path $(i+1, \ldots, j)$ are visited. In case the current tour satisfies the precedence constraints, a reversal of the path $(i+1, \ldots, j)$ will violate the precedence constraints if and only if both a vertex and its precedence-related predecessor or successor are on this path. Consequently, such an exchange is feasible with respect to the precedence constraints if and only if

1. there is no precedence-related pair on the path $(i+1, \ldots, j)$,

or equivalently

2. $v \in \{i+1, \ldots, j\} \Rightarrow \text{pred}(v) \notin \{i+1, \ldots, j\}$.

In the following let us take a closer look at our feasibility search. We assume that the search process has just ascertained the feasibility of the 2-exchange involving the arcs $(i, i+1)$ and $(j, j+1)$.

Consider first the case $j = n$, i.e., the situation that we have just satisfactorily completed the inner-loop. In this case all subsequent 2-exchanges are feasible since their reversed path is a subpath of the reversed path $(i+1, \ldots, n)$, which has been found to satisfy the precedence constraints. Thus, our feasibility search comes to an end.

As long as the inner-loop has not been completed successfully, we proceed as follows. With each vertex $v \in \{0, \ldots, n+1\}$ we associate a global variable which will be updated during the search process. Bearing in mind that the reversed path $(i+1, \ldots, j)$ has already been examined and found to satisfy the precedence constraints, we now define the global variables in the following way:

$$\text{mark}(v) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \text{pred}(v) \in \{i+1, \ldots, j\}; \\
0 & \text{otherwise}.
\end{cases}$$

These variables mark all vertices whose precedence-related predecessor is on the path $(i+1, \ldots, j)$. To prove that the total time requirement to verify feasibility of all possible exchanges that can result from a given tour is $O(n^2)$, we have to show that these global variables can be updated in constant time and that they suffice to check feasibility of the precedence constraints of a single 2-exchange. As to checking feasibility and updating the global variables, we have to distinguish two cases depending on the value of $\text{mark}(j+1)$.

If $\text{mark}(j+1) = 0$, then in our feasibility search we proceed with the inner-loop since expanding the reversed path with the arc $(j, j+1)$ yields a feasible 2-exchange. If $j+1 = n$, we are done. Otherwise, to update, we test if vertex $j+1$ has a successor and if so, we set the variable associated with this successor equal to 1. Thus, the update that has to be performed is

- if $\text{pred}(j+1) < 0$, then $\text{mark}(-\text{pred}(j+1)) \leftarrow 1$. 
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This update takes constant time. We proceed by examining $mark(j + 2)$.

On the other hand, if $mark(j + 1) = 1$, then our feasibility search takes a different course. Since $pred(j + 1)$ belongs to the reversed path $(i + 1, \ldots, j)$, expansion of the reversed path with the arc $(j, j + 1)$ would violate the precedence constraints. Therefore there is no need to proceed with the inner-loop since this would only produce infeasible 2-exchanges. Proceeding with the outer-loop, we get some feasibility information for free by noticing that the only feasible 2-exchanges with outer-loop counter $p = i + 1, \ldots, pred(j + 1) - 1$ are those with inner-loop counter $q = p + 2, \ldots, j$. At this stage we have to distinguish two cases: either $pred(j + 1) < j$ or $pred(j + 1) = j$.

Let us first consider the case $pred(j + 1) < j$. Then, we resume our feasibility search at $p = pred(j + 1)$. Note that the 2-exchanges with inner-loop counter $q = pred(j + 1) + 2, \ldots, j + 1$ are feasible. Of course, we terminate our search if $j + 1 = n$. If $j + 1 < n$ then, starting from the reversed path $(pred(j + 1) + 1, \ldots, j + 1)$, we need to update our global variables. The only vertices that have to be reset are the successors, if any, of the vertices $i + 1, \ldots, pred(j + 1)$, since the latter are no longer on the reversed path. So we have to perform the following updates:

- for $p := i + 1$ to $pred(j + 1)$ do
  if $pred(p) < 0$, then $mark(-pred(p)) \leftarrow 0$.

Note that the number of updates is not larger than the number of exchanges that were examined in this part of the search process. As a result of this updating we are now in the situation that $mark(j + 1) = 0$. We proceed by examining $mark(j + 2)$.

Next, let us consider the case $pred(j + 1) = j$. If $j + 1 = n$, we are at the end of our process since the outer-loop cannot be extended any further. If $j + 1 < n$, we resume our search at $p = j$. Then, the 2-exchange with inner-loop counter $q = j + 2$ is feasible. The search is terminated if $j + 2 = n$. If $j + 2 < n$ then, starting from the reversed path $(j + 1, j + 2)$, we need to perform the following update on our global variables:

- for $p := i + 1$ to $j$ do
  if $pred(p) < 0$, then $mark(-pred(p)) \leftarrow 0$;
  if $pred(j + 2) < 0$ then $mark(-pred(j + 2)) \leftarrow 1$.

As before, we observe that the number of updates is not larger than the corresponding number of exchanges. Note that we are now in the situation that both $mark(j + 1) = 0$ and $mark(j + 2) = 0$. We proceed by examining $mark(j + 3)$.

We conclude that, using the lexicographic neighborhood search strategy and the former global variables, a single 2-exchange can be checked for feasibility with respect to the precedence constraints in constant time. Consequently, all exchanges that can result from a given tour can be verified for feasibility in $O(n^2)$ time. In case of the Or-exchange neighborhood, precedence constraints can be checked in a similar way.

### 2.3 Variable depth exchange procedure for the SVPDPTW

We now show how the efficient search strategy developed above can be incorporated in a variable depth exchange procedure for the SVPDPTW. We start with a feasible route and seek to improve it maintaining feasibility throughout the procedure. In the next section we shall use a modification of this same variable depth procedure - allowing infeasibility - to construct an initial feasible route.
Lin and Kernighan’s variable depth exchange procedure is not applicable to the SVPDPTW in a straightforward way. Two serious problems arise. The first problem concerns the feasibility aspect. In case of the TSP, we swap one arc at a time, and the arcs are chosen in such a way that we can construct a feasible route at every stage of the procedure. Although we are able to construct a closed tour, an exchange will reverse some paths and in case of the SVPDPTW this might lead to violation of time window, precedence or capacity constraints. Therefore, we have to perform additional feasibility checks before accepting an arc that is considered to enter or leave the solution. This will lead to an increase in the total computing time, which is impractical. A second problem concerns the profitability aspect. Lin and Kernighan swap arcs in each step. They compute the difference in cost between arcs and replace an arc by another arc that has lower cost. As we have chosen the route duration as our objective function, more global information is needed to compute the difference in objective value. The costs of the exchanged arcs do not suffice; see Savelsbergh (1990) and Van der Bruggen (1990).

To overcome these problems, we will perform a restricted 3-exchange, instead of swapping one arc at a time. This enables us to maintain feasibility and to compute the actual value of the objective function. To reduce computational effort, we use in our procedure the lexicographic neighborhood search strategy with the associated global variables as presented in the previous subsection.

Focusing our attention on the 2-exchange case, we now present the outline of our variable depth procedure. Let $G_s^*$ denote the improvement in objective value at stage $s$ of the procedure, when $s$ 2-exchanges have been performed. Then the procedure reads:

![Diagram showing variable depth search applied to the SVPDPTW.](attachment:figure_2.5.png)

Figure 2.5. Variable depth search applied to the SVPDPTW.
1. Construct an initial feasible route. See Figure 2.5a.

2. Set $G^*_0 = 0$ and $s ← 1$. Search for a feasible and profitable 2-exchange satisfying $G^*_1 > 0$, using the lexicographic neighborhood search strategy and the global variables. Figure 2.5b shows a 2-exchange involving the arcs $(i, i+1)$ and $(j, j+1)$.

3. Set $s ← s+1$. The 2-exchange reverses a path, in this case $(i+1, \ldots, j)$. In the remainder of this iteration, we fix the path $(0, \ldots, i, j, \ldots, i+1)$. We update the global variables along the path $(j, \ldots, i+1)$ and search forward along the path $(i+1, j+1, \ldots, n+1)$, using the lexicographic search strategy and global variables, for a feasible 2-exchange satisfying $G^*_s > 0$. See Figure 2.5c. We repeat this step until no further exchanges are found.

4. Perform the exchange associated with the best of $\{G^*_1, G^*_2, \ldots, G^*_s\}$. If no improvement has been found, the procedure terminates.

In each step $s$ we search for a feasible 2-exchange that satisfies $G^*_s > 0$. As there is probably more than one candidate that satisfies this condition, we explicitly have to specify which exchange will be chosen. There are several options. We can choose the best possible exchange that satisfies $G^*_s > 0$, but an alternative is to choose the first feasible 2-exchange that is encountered and satisfies the condition. In practice, a mixed strategy, which restricts the search to a small number of candidate exchanges that satisfy the condition, performs best.

![Figure 2.6. Behavior of $G^*_s$.](image)

At the end of the procedure, we perform the exchange that realizes the maximum gain. Figure 2.6 describes the behavior of $G^*_s$. In this example, we actually perform the exchange associated with $s = 5$. Note that this exchange would have been difficult to find by performing 2-exchanges one at a time. The exchanges for $s = 3$ and $s = 4$ actually lead to a deterioration in cost, i.e., $G^*_2 > G^*_3 > G^*_4$, and are thus unfavorable. We accept this increase in cost in order to realize a larger gain in the following steps. We perform a favorable $k$-exchange ($k ≥ 2$) without the necessity of exhausting all such $k$-exchanges.

In the description of the variable depth exchange procedure we employed the 2-exchange neighborhood. One can derive versions of this procedure based on the Or-exchange neighborhood in a straightforward way. We distinguish between a $k$-Orf and $k$-Orb exchange.
(k = 1, 2, 3) and all cases have to be handled separately. Note that we obtain seven basic types of variable depth exchange procedures for the SVPDPTW in this way.

3 Arc-exchange algorithms for the SVPDPTW

The arc-exchange procedures described in the previous section are the foundation of a local search algorithm for the SVPDPTW. By applying the former variable depth procedures, a local search algorithm iteratively tries to improve an initial feasible solution. The search is repeated as long as an improved solution exists, and only stops when all seven basic types of arc exchange procedures cannot improve the current solution anymore. Note that such a solution is restrictedly 3-optimal.

As to the implementation, there are several ways to embed the arc-exchange procedures into a variable depth exchange algorithm. In practice, the implementation given below performs well.

*** Variable depth exchange algorithm ***

{ input: a feasible solution}
{ output: a solution that is restrictedly 3-optimal}

START:
repeat
  2-exchange;
  1-0rf exchange;
  1-Orb exchange
until (solution cannot be improved);

  2-0rf exchange; if (improved solution) then goto START;
  2-Orb exchange; if (improved solution) then goto START;
  3-0rf exchange; if (improved solution) then goto START;
  3-Orb exchange; if (improved solution) then goto START

END.

In this implementation, the arc-exchange procedures have been selected such that the most effective procedures are used most frequently. The effectiveness of our arc-exchange procedures is determined by the depth of search that can be achieved. In each procedure a sequence of exchanges is generated. From the description of the variable depth procedures it is easily seen that this sequence of exchanges can be much longer for the 1-Or case than for the 2-Or and 3-Or case, simply because in the latter cases more vertices are involved in each single exchange. Moreover, the 2-Or and 3-Or exchange cause a larger change in the current route than the other procedures and consequently, the number of feasible exchanges is much smaller. This accomplishes a further reduction of the depth of search. Therefore, we restrict ourselves to the 2-exchange and 1-Or exchange as long as possible, and only use the 2-Or and 3-Or procedures when the former procedures fail in improving the current solution.

This local search algorithm needs an initial feasible solution as input. It may seem easy to construct a feasible solution, but this is not true. The problem of determining whether there exists a feasible solution to the SVPDPTW is NP-complete [Savelsbergh (1988)]. To construct a feasible solution, any existing construction algorithm for the SVPDPTW can be used. To
make the paper self-contained, we indicate in the next subsection how our variable depth
exchange procedures can be modified, so that they become suited as construction procedures.
In this way we obtain a two-phase method. In the first phase an initial feasible solution is
constructed; in the second phase this solution is iteratively improved.

3.1 Construction algorithm for the SVPDPTW

In this subsection we present a construction algorithm for the SVPDPTW which is a modifi­
cation of the variable depth exchange algorithm presented above. The idea is to start with an
infeasible tour and to reduce infeasibility in consecutive steps. In the end we hope to achieve
that the total infeasibility equals zero, meaning that a feasible tour has been constructed. To
work out this idea one needs a criterion to measure infeasibility, i.e., an objective function that
penalizes violation of the constraints. To transform the variable depth exchange algorithm
into a construction algorithm, the following modifications have to be performed.

During the improvement phase we only consider solutions that satisfy time window, prece­
dence and capacity constraints. During the construction phase, however, we will also allow
solutions that do not satisfy the time constraints, as long as the precedence and capacity con­
straints remain satisfied. Instead of the route duration, we now employ an objective function
that measures the infeasibility of the time constraints. For a given route, the total infeasibil­
ity is computed by the total amount of time by which the time windows along the route are
exceeded. Unfortunately, it is unlikely that the time violation can be computed in constant
time per exchange. Each proposed exchange takes $O(n)$ time and this leads to an increase in
the total computation time. It may be possible to reduce computation time by using global
variables that yield an appropriate estimation of the time violation. We leave this as a topic
for further research.

Although the solution produced at the end of the construction phase is restrictedly 3­
optimal with respect to the extended solution space and the new objective function, there is
no guarantee that this solution is feasible. In other words, we may end up with an infeasible
solution in the first phase.

The variable depth construction algorithm needs as input a solution that satisfies prece­
dence and capacity constraints. Note that such a tour can be generated in a straightforward
way. For example, each tour in which all customers are delivered immediately after their
pickup satisfies the former constraints. However, such a randomly chosen initial tour can be
very bad with respect to the time window constraints, especially when the time windows of
the customers are small (compared with the average travel time between the vertices). In
practical cases it is possible, by applying a simple sorting technique on the time windows
of the vertices, to generate a tour that is nearly feasible, i.e., a tour with only a small time
window violation. This can be done as follows.

Each vertex $i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$ has a time window $[e_i, l_i]$ in which service has to take place.
The midpoint $m_i = (e_i + l_i)/2$ of the time window gives a good indication in which part
of the day vertex $i$ has to be visited, especially when the time window is small. If we sort
all $m_i$ ($i = 1, \ldots, n$) in increasing order, taking into account that the pickup of a customer
must precede its delivery, the resulting tour is probably nearly feasible with respect to the
time constraints. This will considerably reduce the total computational effort during the
construction phase.
4 Computational results

We will now discuss the performance of the two-phase algorithm for the SVPDPTW introduced in the previous section. The performance will be measured by, first, the quality of the local optimum obtained and, second, the running time involved. The quality of a solution can be quantified by the relative difference between the costs of this solution and the global optimum. In case the global optimum is not known, it can only be compared with the best known solution. We coded our algorithm in Turbo-Pascal and implemented it on an Olivetti M240 XT personal computer.

We have tested the two-phase algorithm on real-life problems as well as on problems we constructed ourselves. For all test problems under consideration, we have chosen the vehicle load large enough, so that the capacity constraint plays no role.

First, we have tested the two-phase variable depth exchange algorithm on real-life data stemming from the city of Toronto, Canada. The number of customers varies from 5 to 38 and all customers have small time windows. For the problem instances determined by these data, the optimal solution is known, provided our objective is to minimize the total travel time. This objective neglects possible waiting time at customers and is therefore somewhat easier to handle than the route duration, though the problems differ very little in practical complexity. We can still apply our variable depth algorithm with some of the calculations left out. Practical evidence shows that both objectives require approximately the same computation time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>problem instance</th>
<th>number of customers ( (N) )</th>
<th>construction (phase I)</th>
<th>improvement (phase II)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>relative error (%)</td>
<td>time (sec)</td>
<td>relative error (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B038</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B028</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B090</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B042</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B003</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B001</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B118</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B009</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B112</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B004</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B064</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B080</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B073</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B113</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1. Computational results for the Toronto data.

Table 4.1 shows the results. In the first phase a feasible solution is constructed. The algorithm never failed in finding an initial feasible solution. Since we only consider time
infeasibility in the first phase and do not take the total travel time into account, the quality of the initial feasible solution varies strongly (see column 2). Column 5 shows that, in the improvement phase, the algorithm produced near-optimal solutions for all test problems. We also note that, on the average, the running time involved in both phases only slightly increases as the number of customers increases. But there are some exceptions, such as problem instance B112, for which it was easy to construct a feasible solution, but it took a relatively large running time to reach a local optimum.

To investigate the influence of the tightness of the time constraints on the behavior of the algorithm, we constructed problem instances ourselves. The basis of our test problems is the EUR100 instance. The EUR100 is a symmetric, Euclidean instance of the traveling salesman problem, defined on 100 European cities. The optimal solution to this problem is known [Aarts et al. (1989)]. To obtain problem instances for the SVPDPTW, each city is given a predecessor or successor and a time window in which service has to take place. This is done in such a way that the known optimal TSP solution satisfies the corresponding constraints. The resulting problem is a SVPDPTW defined on 50 customers. As objective we choose the route duration. Note that this implies that the optimal SVPDPTW solution coincides with the known optimal TSP solution.

The time windows are added in the following way. We partition the total set of vertices into ten blocks, each consisting of ten vertices. All vertices in a specific block are given a time window - in accordance with the known optimal TSP solution -, such that they have to be handled at about the same part of the day. First, the time windows are chosen very large, so that the time constraints play no role. During four subsequent stages, we decrease the width of the time windows in order to diminish the overlap between the time windows of vertices in different blocks. In this way we obtain five different problem instances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>problem instance</th>
<th>construction (phase I)</th>
<th>improvement (phase II)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>relative error (%)</td>
<td>time (sec)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>529.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>146.6</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>130.8</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>47.1</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2. The EUR100 results for decreasing width of the time windows.

Table 4.2 gives the results. Problem instances 1 to 5 are chosen in decreasing order of the width of the time windows. We observe that the quality of the initial solution increases and the running time involved decreases, as the time constraints become more stringent. In case the time windows get smaller, the sorting technique on the time windows becomes more effective and this will guide the structure of a feasible solution towards the structure of the known global optimum. Note that in case of problem instance 1, which has no effective time constraints, each solution that satisfies the precedence constraints yields a feasible solution. We chose a random initial solution, which turned out to be of bad quality, and this explains
the large time requirement in the improvement phase. In the second phase we observe that we obtain higher quality solutions as the time windows become smaller. In the latter cases, the number of feasible solutions is enormously reduced, and this makes our algorithm more effective and efficient.

5 Perverse SVPDPTW problem instances

Although our variable depth algorithm performs well on practical test problems, there is still the theoretical possibility of getting stuck in a poor local optimum. If this happens in the construction phase, then we fail to produce a feasible initial solution. Should it occur during the improvement phase, then we may end undesirably far from any optimal solution. Below we shall give some examples that show how bad things can be.

For the sake of simplicity we concentrate on the improvement phase. Let us recall that in this phase the algorithm starts with a feasible solution and tries to improve it through a sequence of restricted 3-exchanges. In the instances of the SVPDPTW that we are about to present, the origins and destinations are points in the Euclidean plane. Furthermore, for each pair of vertices \((i,j)\), the travel time \(t_{ij}\) is directly proportional to the distance \(d_{ij}\) with proportionality constant 1. As in the EUR100 we choose the route duration as objective.

![Figure 5.1. A problem instance with two isolated feasible routes.](image)

As a first example consider the simple case that there are only two customers. Suppose that customer \(i\) is to be picked up at \(a_i\) and to be delivered at \(b_i\), \(i = 1,2\), where the points \(a_i\) and \(b_i\) are vertices of the unit square, situated as in Figure 5.1. Let the depot 0 lie inside the square, such that \(d_{0a_1} = d_{0b_1} < d_{0a_2} = d_{0b_2}\). For the time windows we choose \([1,2]\) for \(a_i\) and \([3,4]\) for \(b_i\), \(i = 1,2\). The time windows for the depot are chosen arbitrarily, as long as they do not exclude any otherwise feasible routes, e.g. \([-1,1]\) for the departure window and \([4,6]\) for the arrival window.

It is readily verified that the only feasible routes for this problem instance are the routes \((0,a_2,a_1,b_1,b_2,0)\) and \((0,a_1,a_2,b_2,b_1,0)\) depicted in Figure 5.1, where the second route has minimal route duration. Note that each of the two feasible routes has the property that there exists no feasible 2-exchange, nor any feasible Or-exchange. Now suppose our improvement phase starts with the nonoptimal route \((0,a_2,a_1,b_1,b_2,0)\) in Figure 5.1a. Then our improvement phase terminates unsatisfactorily, without even generating a candidate for improvement.

Pathologies of the above kind can also be constructed for problem instances that involve
more customers, as we now show in our second example. Before going into details, let us first sketch the idea of the construction, which is the following. Take the vertex configuration given by Figure 5.1, and replace the vertex 0 by two vertices, a short distance apart. Let the resulting configuration, and any one proportional with it, be called a basic vertex configuration (BVC). Next, extend the configuration by adding BVC's that are translations of the original BVC. Finally, add the depot and choose the time windows such that in a feasible route each separate BVC has to be fully traversed before going to the next one and that the structure of the previous example is maintained in each BVC.

This idea can be worked out as follows. Consider the case that there are $3M$ customers. Suppose that customer $c^m_i$ is to be picked up at $a^m_i$, and to be delivered at $b^m_i$, $i = 0, 1, 2, m = 0, 1, \ldots, M-1$, where for each $m$ the points $a^m_i$ and $b^m_i$, $i = 1, 2$, are vertices of a square with side 16, located along with the points $a^m_0$ and $b^m_0$ as in Figure 5.2. Here the relevant distances are indicated. In particular, $d_{a^m_0 b^m_2} = 10 + \delta$, where $\delta$ is a small positive number. To fix ideas we set $\delta = 3/(M + 2)$.

![Figure 5.2. Linking two basic vertex configurations.](image)

As suggested by Figure 5.2, the location of each BVC $B^m = \{a^m_0, a^m_1, a^m_2, b^m_0, b^m_1, b^m_2\}$ is determined in the following way. For $m = 0, 1, \ldots, M - 2$ construct $B^{m+1}$ out of $B^m$ by translating it until $d_{a^m_0 a^{m+1}_0} = 32$. The location of the depot is chosen arbitrarily. Finally, setting $s_m = 100m$, we choose the time windows as follows:

- $a^m_0 : [6 + s_m, 6 + s_m + 2m\delta]$,
- $a^m_1, a^m_2 : [16 + s_m, 32 + s_m + (2m + 1)\delta]$,
- $b^m_1, b^m_2 : [48 + s_m, 64 + s_m + (2m + 1)\delta]$,
- $b^m_0 : [74 + s_m, 74 + s_m + (2m + 2)\delta]$.

As in the previous example the time windows at the depot are chosen sufficiently large.

Note that the choice of the time windows implies that, in any feasible route, $B^{m+1}$ is traversed immediately after $B^m$. For each $B^m$ there are only two ways to traverse it feasibly: either by the route $(a^m_0, a^m_1, a^m_2, b^m_0, b^m_1, b^m_2)$ or by the route $(a^m_0, a^m_2, a^m_1, b^m_0, b^m_1, b^m_2)$, which is $2\delta$ longer in time. This means that there are precisely $2^M$ feasible routes. Not a single of these feasible routes has a feasible neighbor with respect to the restricted 3-exchange neighborhood. Consequently, each feasible route is also restrictedly 3-optimal. However, there is only one feasible route that is globally optimal, i.e., has minimal route duration, namely the one depicted in Figure 5.2. From this it follows that our algorithm, after having constructed a
feasible solution in the first phase, cannot improve this solution any further in the second phase. The choice of the neighborhood structure is the bottleneck, and the quality of the local optimum obtained merely depends on the quality of the initial feasible solution.

The above examples are, of course, perverse. They nevertheless illustrate the need for an algorithm that is capable of escaping from local optima. For our variable depth algorithm the cause of getting stuck in a poor local optimum is twofold. First, it is an intrinsic property of a deterministic local search process to stop in the first local optimum encountered, with sometimes - e.g., in our variable depth approach - the additional requirement that this local optimum be sufficiently stable. Second, the local optimum obtained may turn out to be poor by the absence of a chain of feasible neighbors connecting the current solution with a better one. Two remedies against the above problems stand out. For the first problem one might allow deteriorations in any iteration. The agony associated with the second problem may be relieved by allowing infeasibility at the expense of penalty costs. Using either one of the above mechanisms on its own will not work in our particular neighborhood setting. To illustrate this, we consider again the first perverse problem. Suppose we start with the feasible route depicted in Figure 5.1a. Then, allowing deteriorations but no infeasibility does not work, since there are no feasible neighbors at all. On the other hand, allowing infeasibility but no deteriorations is fruitless, since the route in Figure 5.1a is still restrictedly 3-optimal by the fact that each neighbor has both a longer route duration as well as a positive penalization cost. A mixed strategy allowing both deteriorations and infeasibility is more likely to succeed. One possibility would be to develop a variable depth algorithm that combines a higher tolerance towards deteriorations - e.g., by relaxing the condition that every first step in an iteration should be an improvement - with the acceptance of infeasibility throughout the process. By increasingly penalizing the infeasibility during the process, one might merge the construction phase and the improvement phase. We leave this as a topic for further research. A second option is to use simulated annealing, which has as its characteristic property the acceptance of deteriorations in a flexible way. From the above reasoning it is clear that we need a penalized version of this algorithm. In the next section we will further pursue this idea.

5.1 Penalized simulated annealing for the SVPDPTW

A stochastic local search algorithm that has the power to escape from local optima and to deal with infeasibility in an elegant way is the simulated annealing algorithm introduced by Kirkpatrick et al. (1983). In fact, simulated annealing is a versatile heuristic optimization technique based on the analogy between simulating the physical annealing process of solids and solving large-scale combinatorial optimization problems. For a detailed explanation of the method we refer to Aarts et al. (1989).

In its usual form, when the search process is limited to feasible solutions, simulated annealing can be summarized as follows. The algorithm starts off from an arbitrary initial configuration. In each iteration, by slightly perturbing the current configuration, a new configuration is generated. The difference in objective value is compared with an acceptance criterion which accepts all improvements but also admits, in a limited way, deteriorations in cost.

The optimization process is governed by a so-called cooling parameter $c > 0$, which controls the acceptance criterion. This cooling parameter decreases slowly to zero during the process. Initially, for high $c$ values, the acceptance criterion is taken such that deteriorations are accepted with a high probability. As the optimization process proceeds, the acceptance
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criterion is modified such that the probability for accepting deteriorations decreases. At the end of the process this probability tends to zero. In this way the optimization process may be prevented from getting stuck in a local optimum. The process comes to a halt when during a prescribed number of iterations no further improvement in the best value found so far occurs. When the cooling is done carefully enough, the process ends in a near-optimal solution.

For many combinatorial optimization problems, a local search procedure can be made more flexible by including solutions that violate some of the problem restrictions. To express the badness of a particular infeasible solution, the objective function is augmented with a term that punishes the amount of violation of the restrictions.

The simulated annealing algorithm offers a dynamic way to penalize the violation of the restrictions by letting the penalty term depend on the cooling parameter \( c \). As \( c \) decreases the penalty associated with a fixed infeasible solution gradually increases, expressing a growing dislike of infeasible solutions towards the end of the optimization process. For details on the general behavior of this penalized annealing algorithm and the proof of its asymptotic convergence we refer to Schuur (1989).

Returning to our SVPDPTW, we opt for the following penalized annealing approach, as an alternative in case our variable depth algorithm performs poorly. During the search we consider solutions that satisfy the capacity and precedence constraints, but not necessarily the time window constraints. We choose for a very simple modification mechanism, namely the 1-Or exchange. Now we employ an objective function that simultaneously measures the route duration as well as punishes the time window violation. By punishing the time window violation more severely as the search proceeds, we generally achieve that the optimization process ends at a feasible solution of high quality. Note that in this way we have integrated the construction phase into the improvement phase.

As an example let us consider our second perverse problem instance, taking the route duration as our objective. Though our two-phase algorithm dramatically failed on this example, the annealing alternative performs very well. Table 5.1 shows the results of the annealing algorithm. \( M \) denotes the number of BVC's. For each fixed value of \( M \) we performed five runs. \( M' \) is the number of BVC's that are traveled in the appropriate way in the best solution obtained by the annealing algorithm in a particular run. Hence, in case \( M' = M \) the algorithm has found the optimal solution. For \( M = 1, 2, 3 \) the algorithm produced the optimal solution in each run; for \( M = 4 \) it produced the optimal solution in 60 percent of the runs and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( M )</th>
<th>run</th>
<th>( M' )</th>
<th>time</th>
<th>( M' )</th>
<th>time</th>
<th>( M' )</th>
<th>time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1. Penalized annealing results for perverse problem instances.
for $M = 5$ in 80 percent of the runs. We also recorded the time at which this solution was encountered for the first time. The running time needed to find the best solutions strongly varies per run. This clearly illustrates the stochastic character of the annealing algorithm. We also note that the running times rapidly increase as the number of vertices increases.
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